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Ⅰ. Foreword

 About Company
BUILDTEC developed the world's first mobile-based 5th Blockchain technology based 
on its long experience and technology in the mobile communication field, and 
established payment using cryptocurrency, Multi Wallet, NFT, and Metaverse sharing 
creative platforms.

The 5th blockchain is the only and original technology for mobile consensus 
algorithms, and is the world's most unique technology that combines mobile 
communication and payment systems with blockchain platforms for productivity.
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- Founded on January 10, 2000    
- Mobile communication devices, mobile devices, 

complex financial terminals, R&D, manufacturing, 
trade, etc.

- Development of watch phone, smartphone, 
mobile application program

- Build Pay and mobile PG VAN system operation
- Production of electrical, electronic and 

communication equipment, etc.

- Distribution of products developed and 
produced by BUILDTEC
-. Blockchain mobile and ERC-based 

cryptocuency B'Arts
-. Smartphone Miner Build Mining
-. Smartphone and watchphone Build PTT

(walkie-talkie communication)

Daehyun Teletech

Build solution

BUILDTEC

Build Crypto Bank

- Cryptocurrency trusts and deposit products
- Store cryptocurrency private keys
- Liquidity through investment products and 
- secured loans
- Provide existing banking services such as 
- deposits, loans, transfer withdrawals, etc.
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The purpose of this paper is to provide detailed information on the B'Arts coin
platform and BUILDTEC, and includes information on BUILDTEC's vision, structure,
and long-term business strategy as well as technological innovation of B'Arts coin.

BUILD PAY is a service that easily and safely manages various cryptocurrencies
and supports mobile payments in the store, and will be the first company to use
the B'Arts coin platform by launching a mobile payment solution using
cryptocurrency in 2021 following the first payment system in 2020.

The B'Arts coin platform is a node in the blockchain network and allows users
with irreplaceable tokens or cryptocurrency to mine AI Arts alone or in
collaboration with the user's computer device or store computer device using
GAN. We will provide individual electronic wallets to valuation servers, user
computing devices, and store computing devices that evaluate the value of AI
Arts mining and generated as irreplaceable tokens so that they can be used as
payment methods for Artworks, which will become a leader in the NFT AI
Artworks market.

B’Arts Coin PlatformOff-line, Financial network
Customers (trading, storage, 

investment)

Blockchain
Network

Financial Network 
(Card Company)

ERC-based 

Point 
Conversion

Payment I/F Mall

Assetization 
(NFT)

AI Arts

B’Arts Coin

Ⅰ.Foreword

Mining
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1. History of Blockchain

Blockchain 1.0 was a period of innovation in the existing financial
system, such as payment and remittance, following the advent of
Bitcoin. Bitcoin is significant in that it has attempted a single global
financial system based on decentralization, the core value of the
blockchain. However, limited use in the financial sector, slow
transaction speed, low scalability, and sporadic systems revealed
difficulties in reaching consensus during the decision-making
process.

Blockchain 2.0 was a time when contract automation was centered
on Smart Contract of the second-generation blockchain Ethereum.
Smart Contract is a function that automatically executes a contract
on a blockchain network when the conditions are met after setting
the contents and execution conditions of the contract in advance
through computer code. It announced the possibility of blockchain
development into an online trading platform that goes beyond
Bitcoin, which has a strong monetary character, in that a legally
effective contract is possible with only computer code without an
intermediary for transactions online. However, there were still
problems to be solved, such as a lack of its own decision-making
capabilities on the platform, resulting in a hard fork or a delay in
transaction processing.

Blockchain 3.0 is a time when technology spreads and applies
throughout society. To solve the problems that previous
blockchain technology had, 3rd blockchain is focusing on
improving technology, including changing consensus algorithms,
improving transaction processing speed, and installing its own
decision-making functions. Beyond Bitcoin's consensus algorithm
Proof of Work (POW), various consensus algorithms are being
developed, such as Proof of Steak (POS), Delegated Proof of Steak
(DPOS), or PBFT (Personal Byzantine Fault Tolerance) that allows
nodes with more coins to create blocks first. EOS, ADA, and NEO,
which are attracting attention as 3rd cryptocurrency, are expected
to expand the scope of blockchain utilization in the future as they
present more innovative and advanced platforms based on new
consensus algorithms.

Ⅱ . introduction
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2. ERC-20

In 2014, Vitalik Buterin created Ethereum, which has established itself as an open
source platform for the launch of decentralized applications (Dapps The lack of
scalability of the Bitcoin protocol motivated Buterin's decision to create a new
blockchain.

Since its launch, Ethereum blockchain has fascinated developers, businesses, and
entrepreneurs and has been driving the growth of the smart contract and
decentralized application industry released by users.

Among Ethereum, ERC stands for Ethereum Request for Comments, and the number
20 stands for a unique number ID to distinguish standards from others.

The ERC-20 proposed in 2015 by Vitalik Buterin and Fabian Vogelsteller suggests a
relatively simple Ethereum-based token. Developers simply follow the overall
regulations and do not have to develop complex systems. They can proceed with
development on a foundation that is already being used throughout the industry.

When an ERC-20 token is created, it is automatically compatible with services and
software (software wallets, hardware wallets, exchanges, etc.) that support the ERC-
20 standard.

In order to comply with ERC-20, the contract must include the following 6 functions:

Total Supply, Balance of, Transfer, Transfer from, Approve, and Allowance. Additional

functions such as name, symbol, and decimal can also be set.

Ethereum (ETH) can be mined, but tokens cannot be mined. We say it was minted

when a new token was created. When Contract is executed, developers distribute

supplies according to their plans and roadmap.

ERC-20 was the first Ethereum token standard. However, ERC-20 is not the only one.

Many others have emerged over the years, suggesting improvements to ERC-20 or

to achieve entirely different purposes.

Some of the relatively unusual standards are used for non-replaceable tokens (NFT).

Sometimes you can benefit from using unique tokens with different attributes. If

you want to tokenize a piece of art or assets in the game, one of these contract

types may be more suitable.
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B'Arts Coin wants to focus on the spread of payment solutions and user experiences

by applying ERC-based protocol technology. In addition to B'Arts coins, we would

like to provide a payment platform that allows cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin (BTC)

and Ethereum (ETH), stable coins such as Stella (XLM) and Omisego (OMG), native

coins, and USDT to be used as payment methods in the B'Arts coin ecosystem.

BUILD PAY is an electronic wallet that can easily and safely manage a variety of

cryptocurrencies and expands its service area to a cryptographic asset platform.

Unlike other coins, the biggest feature is that users can own multiple miners.

BUILDTEC wants to build an ecosystem that can utilize the payment system of 2.5

million card payment stores.

With an End to End payment platform that directly connects users and stores, we

plan to evolve the role of existing payment market participants into a payment

platform that implements and provides services through blockchain-based smart

contracts and coin circulation structures.

We would like to implement services such as blockchain-based offline payment and

online payment. Offline payment and online payment provide solutions that are easy

to use and apply in stores in offline and online environments, respectively. The B'Arts

coin also aims to provide a level of user experience that can be used without much

difficulty from the perspective of existing users.

BUILDTEC

B’Arts Coin

3. BUILDTEC & B’Arts Coin

Ⅱ . introduction
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Payment behavior has the characteristic that the flow of funds from users to stores
occurs only in one direction. In reality, this flow of funds, which begins with
transactions between users and stores, is circulated in various ways, such as when
the store purchases another good or salaries paid to employees.

We will be responsible for the payment part of the economic system that will be
implemented based on cryptocurrency, and we want to lay the foundation for
cryptocurrency to circulate smoothly in the economic system.

Payment will be organized based on blockchain, and B'Arts coin distribution will
consist of 4 participants, including B'Arts coin network, BUILD PAY, store and users,
to interact to ensure a safe and stable payment environment.

B'Arts Coin is a cryptocurrency circulating in the network and is used as a means of
transaction and reward that incentives network participants to run and maintain the
ecosystem.

Wallet Provider

Verify & Create blocks

Nodes
&

Peers

Payment & 
Transaction orders

B’Arts Pay
(ERC)

Users Merchant

Transaction

Network for Payments
(API, SDK)

Transactions

Ⅲ. B’Arts Coin Ecosystem
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1. About Business

1.1 B’Arts Coin Circulation Model



The B'Arts coin Blockchain is responsible for checking and processing payments and

transactions. It ensures safe and stable transaction signing and high scalability that

ensures the mutual operability of the B'Arts coin ecosystem within the network.

Ⅲ. B’Arts Coin Ecosystem

B’Arts Coin Network

Another function within the B'Arts coin blockchain is the gateway for wallet
providers. It provides a payment network through API and SDK. Wallet providers
provide wallet services that support B'Arts coin payments and transactions as their
main functions.

BUILD PAY

Stores occupy the largest part of the B'Arts coin ecosystem. It interacts directly with
the user through the payment system.

The store receives payment from the user with B'Arts coin and provides products
and services to the user in response.

Store

Users hold and use B'Arts coins as a payment method for purchasing goods and

services in the B'Arts coin ecosystem. Users can maximize profits in the B'Arts coin

ecosystem using a variety of methods. Users can receive various rewards through

the store and wallet provider's channels, and these reward programs will promote

the use and circulation of B'Arts coins to grow the B'Arts coin ecosystem.

User

11

Metaverse

B'Arts coins can be used in virtual asset transactions and auctions, meta-universals, and

marketplaces.

(AI Arts, AI music, AI photos, AI paintings, antiques, artifacts, etc.)



Currently, BUILD PAY is equipped with a B'Arts coin storage device that can be used
easily and safely on mobile and PC. After the implementation of the B'Arts coin
platform, BUILD PAY will evolve into an all-in-one form that supports various forms of
payments for users' convenient daily lives. BUILD PAY will support cryptocurrencies
that users usually prefer in a simple way in actual payment situations.

Ⅲ. B’Arts Coin Ecosystem

BUILD PAY will support various types of cryptocurrency
payments. Users can make payments through
cryptocurrency without complicated procedures or
inconveniences such as currency exchange into legal
currency. In addition, BUILD PAY will provide tokens issued
based on the B'Arts coin platform as payment methods,
and based on BUILD PAY's services, it will support
customization services and many startup projects.

Support for various types of cryptocurrency transactions

In order to strengthen the security of wallets based on
mobile devices, it is equipped with security systems such
as double private keys, group keys, and random keys
differentiated from existing security systems, and lost
wallets can only be found again through real-name
authentication.

Double security system

We will introduce a promotion system to improve the
reliability and loyalty of BUILD PAY users. Customers can
receive optimized discounts and promotional benefits
according to their individual preferences. In addition, we
will provide rewards for all transactions to help B'Arts
Coin settle into a successful customer reward system.

Location-based service

BUILDTEC will add a one-stop coin exchange system
to BUILD PAY in the future. BUILDTEC's ultimate goal
is to build a secure instant coin exchange function
within BUILD PAY without fees.

Cryptocurrency exchange

1.2 BUILD PAY

12



BUILDTEC will expand its payment portfolio through collaboration with various 
payment service providers to provide services to more stores and users.

Ⅲ. B’Arts Coin Ecosystem

ONE-STOP Platform

• The Store can support offline mobile payments through BUILD PAY (one application). 

• No poss machines are required.

Customer-Friendly

• By integrating multiple mobile services into one application, we aim to support a user-
friendly and easy mobile experience and use cryptocurrency in everyday life.  

•

Store Friendly

• With BUILD PAY Application, you can support mobile payment services anywhere in 
store, transportation, shopping mall, or more.

One-person Multi-Miner

• The biggest feature of BUILD PAY is that, unlike other coins, a single user can 
own multiple miners.
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Ⅲ. B’Arts Coin Ecosystem

Card fraud, including card duplication, is 
prevented.  

Protect your privacy.

Safety

Provide faster verification procedures 
than banks and support payments.

Quick Transactions

Keep your NFT assets safe.

NFT Asset Storage

Assets stored in the NFT can be used at 
any time. 

Simplicity

BUILDTEC ultimately aims to integrate multiple mobile payment services into one

application to provide a user-friendly and convenient mobile payment environment. At the

same time, BUILDTEC will support the use of cryptocurrency in everyday life. BUILDTEC will

help maximize the use of the B'Arts coin platform by launching a mobile payment solution

using cryptocurrency. Users who use BUILDTEC payment can use their preferred

cryptocurrency (BTC, ETH, etc.) as well as mobile payment. In addition, the store can

provide cryptocurrency payments through BUILDTEC.

Based on various types of mobile payment services and support for cryptocurrency

payment services, BUILDTEC aims to establish itself as a successful and stable alternative to

traditional payment methods such as credit cards and cash.
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As described above, BUILD PAY supports smartphone application-based payment services.
Direct payment of coins is not possible in the current payment market.

B'Arts coin can be used by switching from a store where card payment is possible to a
point.

If a smartphone application exclusively for consumers is introduced in the future, BUILD
PAY will implement a mechanism that can promote the use of B'Arts coins and expand
nodes from a consumer's point.

In the current environment, BUILDTEC will provide a loyal customer reward system as follows.

Store

BUILD PAY

BUILDTEC 
Platform

AP

I

AP

I

Blockchain 

solutions

We plan to introduce an equal 
mining method for each level of 
members who use BUILD PAY 
software and secure loyal 
customers through this.

1
Each store using BUILD PAY 

software can increase sales by 

utilizing B'Arts members as 

marketing tools.

2

2.1 B'Arts Coin Marketing via BUILD PAY

2.B'Arts Coin Marketing

Ⅲ. B’Arts Coin Ecosystem
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1. POW (Proof of Work)

Representative coins : Bitcoin, Lightcoin, Jet Cash, Monero

It is called Proof of Work and is proved using hardware (GPU and ASIC miner) that

processes hash operations. In summary, coins are mined using hardware equipment. The

output value from the hash function is that miners derive results through hardware

equipment (computing power such as GPUs and CPUs).

Here, the hash is a one-way encryption technology, so it has the disadvantage of not

being able to find the input value in reverse with the result value. (No decryption is

possible for encrypted results) So, the only way is to run it until the same result as the

output value is obtained by indiscriminate substitution. Processing hash per second is

sometimes called hash rate (h/s).

If you solve the problem in this way, only the fastest mined blocks will be recognized and

the rest will be discarded, which will solve the duplicate payment problem.

2. POS (Proof of Stake)

Representative coins : Quantum, Neo, Stratis

It is called Proof of Steak and was suggested to overcome the shortcomings of the

above POW by mining through a stake in a coin owned by the person without a

miner.

Owners with this coin will be authorized to create blocks in proportion to the

amount of steak they currently have. Rewards for participation are paid in coins like

interest, and rewards are provided by simply connecting wallets that hold more

than a certain number of coins to the blockchain network.

By matching interests between block constructors and steak constructors, it

eliminates the reason for creating blocks with bad intentions, and penalties are

given if they are created incorrectly. Ethereum is pushing to change the consensus

algorithm from POW to POS. It is POS's consensus mechanism that even if Fork

occurs and the chain splits, the chain with more assets (verification) survives and

the rest is abandoned. (This factor is the same as POW)

Ⅲ. B’Arts Coin Ecosystem

2.2 Mining
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3. DPOS (Delegated Proof-of-Stake)

Representative coins : Steam, EOS, Arc, Rise

It is called Deleted Proof-of-Stake and is literally a delegated POS. If POS is a way for

all people with assets to participate, DPOS delegates authority over POS only to certain

people. In other words, only a few specific people can create and prove blocks.

The DPOS network delegates authority to the upper node through voting of all the

nodes that make it a representative. In the case of POS, it takes a long time for all

nodes that own a certain stake to be given the right to create blocks, but in the case of

DPOS, only the upper nodes set by voting participate, so relatively small numbers can

reduce consensus time and cost. Reducing consensus time and cost is closely related to

the fact that transmission processing is very fast.

4. POGS (Proof-Of-Group-Stake)

It is a consensus algorithm developed by BUILDTEC by compensating for the

shortcomings of POW, POS, and DPOS with a reward algorithm. (Created through

flexible grouping of N to 512 people, Full Node's gateway will be rewarded to Member

in proportion to the equity ratio after POGS Block is issued)

5. POT (Proof-Of-Transaction)

It is a consensus algorithm to encourage transactions. (Provide an opportunity to issue

a POT Block to nodes that have generated a lot of transactions for a certain period of

time, and the coins received by POT Block are similar to the Point Back concept

received after payment.)

Ⅲ. B’Arts Coin Ecosystem
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B'Arts Coin can be owned by one user by multiple miners and can be mined
through this.

B'Arts coin is given a quantity-based grade and rewards are provided at a mining
ratio of X% for each grade.

B'Arts coins are mined, and the higher the grade, the higher the coin mining
quantity. Coin becomes an asset immediately and can be traded on the NFT
exchange of art.

Grade Guide

Grade

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

18

Art NFT ExchangeMining
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Mining Grade Guide

 Grade 1 (Gold Excavator) 

 Grade 2 (Silver Excavator)

 Grade 3 (Normal Excavator)

Quantity : 50,000,000 

Quantity : 30,000,000 

Quantity : 10,000,000
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Mining Grade Guide

 Grade 4 (Gold Drill)

 Grade 5 (Silver Drill)

 Grade 6 (Normal Drill)

Quantity : 3,000,000 

Quantity : 1,000,000 

Quantity : 500,000

20



Mining Grade Guide

 Grade 7 (Gold Pickaxe)

 Grade 8 (Silver Pickaxe)

 Grade 9 (Normal Pickaxe)

Quantity : 200,000

Quantity : 20,000 

Quantity : 1,000

21



GAN is a deep network architecture consisting of two networks, including a
generator network and a discriminator network. The two neural networks undergo
counter-training by repeating creation and discrimination across multiple generations.

Generator Network generates new data using existing data. It generates data (image,
video, audio, text) based on a random number vector called Latentspace.

Discriminator Network trains you to distinguish which one is real using multi-class
classification or binary classification among actual data and generated data.

While playing these games repeatedly, the generator and discriminator work as if
they were training, and the discriminator reaches a Nash Equilibrium state where it
cannot distinguish between real and fake artworks.

The GAN application provides functions such as image creation, text and image
synthesis, face aging, image-to-image conversion, video synthesis, image
generation, and image defect correction.

CGAN (Conditional GAN) produces face aging, DCGAN (Deep Convolutional GAN)
creates animation characters, SRGAN (Super-Resolution GAN) creates ultra-high-
resolution photos, Stack GAN creates photographic images from text, Cycle GAN
makes style changes or pictures, and GAN Synth/Muse GAN creates AI artworks
such as composition.

22
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3.2 AI Arts

3.1 GAN

3. AI Arts NFT



It is responsible for transactions, asset storage, and investment, but additional assets can function
as currency just by storing money. Unlike virtual currency instability, NFT is expected to settle
down as a market function that enables the maintenance and storage of trust-based assets.

THETA: streaming bandwidth sharing site related to video transmission, CHZ: consists of sports
fans' participation and rewards, Decentraland (MANA): for a virtual reality (VR) real estate platform
with a total issuance of 8.8 billion won and a market capitalization of 750 billion won, ENJ and
WAXP :for in-game rewards such as game cache and items, Argentina's game-related sandbox
(SANDBOX), MOSCOIN (MOC), and FLOW.

The Bank of Korea is taking a positive approach to recognizing NFT virtual assets by promoting
the issuance of virtual currency.

The Bank of Korea, which is scheduled to launch a CBDC simulation in August, plans to limit
virtual assets that can be purchased to NFTs that actually have unique values such as digital art
copyrights.

A technology that can trade digital assets existing in different blockchains through the "sidechain,"
a separate distributed network connected to the CBDC distributed network, is also being studied.

23

Non-Fungible Token (NFT) is used to identify something or someone in a unique way. ERC-721

was introduced as NFT's standard, and NFT has a uint256 variable called Token ID, so all ERC-721

contracts have only contract address and uint256 Token ID as a whole.

Ⅲ. B’Arts Coin Ecosystem

3.3 NFT and ERC-721

3.4-1  NFT Virtual Asset Trends

The Bank of Korea recognizes virtual assets with clear intrinsic value 
[In the money]
Source : Herald Economy, June 3rd, 2021.

CBDC Distributed network and side chain

CB : Central bank node
A~G : Participant node

Permission-based 
distributed network

Side Chain 
network

Data transmission and reception

Store User
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3.4-2 Cryptocurrency Trends 

China is the first country in the world to test central bank digital currency (CBDC) virtual currency,

and plans to release a corporate credit card that pays with USDC, a type of stable coin. The U.S.

central bank (Fed) is also internally considering digital dollars, and Sweden's central bank will

decide to experiment and introduce e-krona, a digital currency, for the first time. The European

Central Bank (ECB) is also pushing for the issuance of its own digital euro. As such, NFT will

perform the storage function of money and coexist with cryptocurrencies in the digital world.

3.5 Metaverse

Metaverse is a combination of the words Meta, which means "virtual" and 
"transcendence," and Universe, which means the universe, and refers to a 3D virtual 
world where socio-economic and cultural activities such as the real world take place. 
Metaverse is a concept that has evolved one step further than virtual reality (VR) and is 
characterized by not only enjoying games or virtual reality using avatars, but also social 
and cultural activities such as real reality.

In particular, Metaverse began to spread in the COVID-19 pandemic situation that hit 
the world in 2020 with the commercialization of 5G at high speed, hyper-connected, 
and ultra-low latency. In other words, Metaverse is drawing more attention as 
technologies that can implement virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), and mixed 
reality (MR) have been developed due to expand contactless culture.



BUILDTEC builds a Dapp NFT exchange based on B'Arts coins and creates an AI art market.

The core of BUILDTEC's B'Arts coin ecosystem's blockchain platform is Smart Contract (Dapp) and

Decentralized Application (Dapp).

Through the GAN-based AI Arts generation service, the creator creates AI art in a mining manner,

Tokenizes it based on ERC-721 and registers it on the NFT Market Exchange. Registered AI Arts

deals with coins between sellers and buyers on the exchange.

Create AI Arts
(GAN Algorithm)

AI Arts 
Tokenization
(ERC-721) AI Arts Registration

Creator

Seller (wallet) Buyer (wallet)

Ownership transfer
transactions

AI Arts NFT Exchange
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3.6  B'Arts-based AI Arts NFT Market

Create and issue genre-specific AI Arts and introduce valuation procedures to create a
digital asset trading ecosystem with intrinsic value.



Create GAN-based, discipline-specific artworks and determine their initial value
through valuation. Since the creation of AI artwork is based on GPU-based computing,
the amount of issuance is determined after "generation testing by genre".

Consumers acquire it through mining methods (proof of stake or distribution) and
trade AI art on exchanges.

Create AI works by genre of painting and music.

Expand and create AI works by genre of painting and music.

A user with ownership of the NFT registers for sale and the buyer makes a purchase
through a quote method. When a contract is entered into a transaction, it is reflected
in the market price and a transaction fee is incurred.
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Creation of AI Arts

Acquisition of AI Arts

Expand AI Arts

Trading of AI Arts



Ⅳ. Coin Design
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1. Build Token



It is a cryptocurrency mined as a consensus algorithm and is used as a cryptocurrency for
payment in online and offline environments. Only BUILDTEC Token owners qualify for B'Arts
Coin mining, and the mining reward ratio changes and supplies are regulated depending on
the value volatility of B'Arts Coin.

Token published by E-Commerce Market for the purpose of sound and stable economic
activities and sound asset activities using B'Arts Coin to prevent rapid price fluctuations.

We want to extend the B'Arts Coin mining algorithm on device devices other than the default

Wallet. BUILDTEC is designed to adopt BUILDTEC algorithms in a variety of Mobile Devices.

28
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Mobile Device Program

1. Build Token 



Ⅴ. Initial Issuance
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Denial of token sales solicitation or advice

This white paper does not offer, advise, or solicit securities or any form of investment. 

BUILDTEC does not grant ownership or other equity to BUILDTEC to our customers. 

BUILDTEC is not considered a security in any jurisdiction. Please note that all decisions or actions are

made at your own risk and discretion.

BUILDTEC has developed a coin and token distribution plan based on coin design updates.

As a result, BUILDTEC intends to issue new B'Arts coins as follows and distribute 3 billion in swaps

or airdrops. Airdrops related to this case will be announced separately.

30
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Ⅵ. Roadmap
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1. Schedule

2. Development Roadmap



B'Arts coins are currencies used within the ecosystem and are used to use the service.
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 This white paper is designed to provide you with a reference description of the business

model and related technologies of B'Arts Coin to thriding interest in the development

project of the blockchain-based B'Arts coin service being prepared by BUILDTEC. This

white paper is not intended to invite you to invest in B'Arts coins and makes it clear that

they have absolutely nothing to do with these purposes.

 B'Arts coins do not have the legal nature of securities or shares. Therefore, B'Arts Coins

have no right to dividends and profits. No refunds will be issued once the B'Arts coin

sale is complete. Because B'Arts coins do not have the nature of the stock, holding B'Arts

coins does not guarantee the right to attend BUILDTEC meetings.

 While we endeavor to include only accurate information in this white paper, the

information published is subject to change and we are not responsible for its accuracy

and completeness.

 Investors must conduct their own scrutiny of relevant information and regulations to

make project investment decisions and be familiar with the relevant laws of the country.

 Acquiring and storing B'Arts coins can involve a variety of risks. These risks include

buildingtec's failure to evolve its technology or provide the services mentioned above

since it launched the blockchain. Therefore, before acquiring B'Arts Coins, all users and

investors should pay close attention to the risks, prices, and benefits of acquiring B'Arts

Coins. If necessary, we recommend that you seek feedback from an expert on this matter.

 The purpose of this white paper is limited to the description of the project (technical

solution). We do not include any comments or commitments and do not guarantee that

our Final Objectives will meet your expectations in terms of the feasibility and

competitiveness of this project.

 Buyers of B'Arts Coins shall fully understand this white paper and legal notice and

commit to comply with applicable laws such as money laundering and anti-terrorism laws

in the country in which the buyer resides. They must also agree that they have sufficient

experience and understanding of cryptocurrency and blockchain technology.

 This white paper is distributed in Korean and other languages, and the Korean version 

takes precedence in the event of analytical conflicts.
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